Questions for Wednesday, 31st October 2018
Set by: Arnhem Quiz Services.

Question Reader: All parts of the answer shown in Bold Face are required. Parts shown in ordinary type are not
essential, but if given incorrectly will mean that the answer is wrong; for example, if the answer shown is “Tom
Watson”, “Watson” would be a correct answer, but “John Watson” would be incorrect. Parts shown in italics are
purely explanatory and are not required. If the answer offered is incomplete (for example, “Roosevelt” for
“Theodore Roosevelt”, you may, at your discretion, ask the person answering to expand the answer.
In the event of any problem, three spare questions can be found on the final sheet.

When you are ready to start reading the questions, proceed to the next page
Press Page Up or Page Down to move between rounds (or half-rounds for team questions)

Individual Round 1
1.

What cartoon character frequently uses the phrase “Suffering succotash”?

SYLVESTER the Cat

2.

In a list of the seven longest-reigning British monarchs, what regnal number occurs most
often?

THIRD

3.

What hobby does a tegestologist have?

COLLECTING BEER MATS

4.

Which of the 48 ceremonial counties of England comes last alphabetically?

WORCESTERSHIRE

5.

In maths, the plane figure enclosed by two radii of a circle and the arc between them is known
by what six-letter word?

SECTOR

6.

What does the E in UNICEF represent?

EMERGENCY

7.

Jonquil is a shade of what colour?

YELLOW

8.

What term for potato chips became popular in the USA in 2003, as a result of France opposing
the invasion of Iraq?

FREEDOM FRIES

9.

Who has friends called Rebecca Rabbit and Emily Elephant?

PEPPA PIG

10.

In Shakespeare’s ‘King Lear’, what is the name of the title character’s youngest daughter?

CORDELIA

Team Round 2
1.
MONTHS.
a) Which month is mentioned in the first line of Browning’s ‘Home Thoughts from Abroad’?

APRIL

b) The Cheltenham Gold Cup takes place in which month?

MARCH

c) What was the title of Earth, Wind and Fire’s 1978 No.3 hit?

SEPTEMBER

2.
FOOTBALL – THREE TYPES.
Click here to enter rubric.
a) In rugby union football, what number shirt is worn by the left wing?
b) Legendary soccer player George Weah became President of his country in January 2018. What
country is that?
c) How many players does each team have on the pitch at one time in Australian Rules?
3.
STRIKES.
Click here to enter rubric.
a) Members of the POA briefly went on strike in September. What group of workers does the POA
represent?
b) If a player gets a perfect score of 300 points in a game of tenpin bowling, how many strikes has
he/she had?
c) Tom Burke played C.B. Strike in the recent TV series ‘Strike’. What does the C represent?
4.
LITERARY MIX.
Click here to enter rubric.
a) In the Hardy novel of that name, who was ‘The Mayor of Casterbridge’?

ELEVEN
LIBERIA
EIGHTEEN

PRISON OFFICERS
TWELVE
CORMORAN

MICHAEL HENCHARD

b) In the title of a work first published in 1867, what two words precede ‘Kritik der Politischen
DAS KAPITAL
Okonomie’?
c) As predicted in one of his last poems, which poet’s gravestone is inscribed: “Cast a cold eye / On W. B. YEATS
life, on death. / Horseman, pass by!” ?

Team Round 2 (Continued)
5.
(FICTIONAL) SCHOOL FORMS.
Click here to enter rubric.
a) Johnny Bull, Bob Cherry, and Hurree Jamset Ram Singh were all in what form at Greyfriars?

REMOVE

b) In what TV sitcom are Will, Simon, Neil, and Jay sixth formers at Rudge Park?

THE IN-BETWEENERS

c) In what form was Nigel Molesworth, the central character in ‘Down with Skool’ and other
books, and originator of the phrase “as any fule kno”?

3B

6.
FILMS – WHO KILLED?
Click here to enter rubric.
a) In a 1962 film, James Stewart plays Senator Ransom Stoddard, the man who shot dead which
bad guy, played by Lee Marvin?
b) In ‘Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince’ (2009), who killed Albus Dumbledore?
c) In ‘Who Framed Roger Rabbit’ (1988), who killed Teddy, the brother of Eddie Valiant (played by
Bob Hoskins)?
7.
DAMAGES.
Click here to enter rubric.
a) Accused of “flinging a pot of paint in the public’s face”, Whistler took John Ruskin to court. How
much was he awarded in damages?
b) After his arrest following the murder of Stuart Lubbock, who won his case against Essex Police,
with his legal team apparently claiming over £2m damages?
c) In August 2017, it was announced that who was claiming damages of just $1 from David
Mueller, after an alleged groping incident in 2013?
8.
EUROPEAN GEOGRAPHY.
Click here to enter rubric.
a) Counting the Weser and the Werra as separate rivers, what is the longest river entirely within
Germany?
b) Triglav is the highest mountain in which European country, a member of the EU and of NATO?
c) What colour is the middle stripe on the Spanish flag?

LIBERTY VALANCE
SEVERUS SNAPE
JUDGE DOOM

A FARTHING
MICHAEL BARRYMORE
TAYLOR SWIFT

MAIN
SLOVENIA
YELLOW

Individual Round 3

Click here to enter text.

1.

In the first verse of ‘Rule, Britannia’, what is the first word to contain a Z?

AZURE

2.

Vladimir and Estragon are the central characters in what play that premiered in 1953?

‘WAITING FOR GODOT’

3.

Who became the first Leader of the Liberal Democrats in the 1980s?

DAVID STEELE

4.

In billiards, what has happened when a player is credited with a ‘cannon’?

CUE BALL HAS HIT BOTH OTHER
BALLS

5.

The male of the Tetrao Urogallus species is the largest bird of the grouse family. How is it
more commonly known?

CAPERCAILLIE (acc. wood grouse,
or heather cock)

6.

In September, what was the name of the hurricane that was the worst to hit the eastern
seaboard of the USA for thirty years?

FLORENCE

7.

A cylindrical clay oven originally used in northern India and Pakistan is known as a what?

TANDOOR

8.

In ‘The Muppet Show’, who was the shy, long-suffering assistant to Dr. Honeydew?

BEAKER

9.

If a square has an area of exactly one hectare, how many metres long is each side?

HUNDRED

10.

In October 2016, Keir Starmer was appointed Shadow Secretary of State for what?

EXITING the EUROPEAN UNION

Team Round 4
1.
FRUIT AND VEGETABLES.
Click here to enter rubric.
a) Red Drumhead, Napa, and Cannonball are all varieties of what vegetable?

CABBAGE

b) Complete Donald Tusk’s Instagram post from September, which mocked Theresa May’s
NO CHERRIES
Chequers plan: “A piece of cake, perhaps? Sorry, * *.” (Two words.)
c) What fruit, surprisingly a berry by botanical criteria, may be green, yellow, red, purple, or brown BANANA
when ripe?
2.
RAG AND TAG, BUT NO BOBTAIL.
Answers contain r-a-g or t-a-g, in that order.
a) What is the nickname of the professional soccer team from Nottinghamshire who play at Field
Mill?
b) As the result of a Facebook campaign, who topped the charts at Xmas 2009?
c) What annual herb and flowering plant, originally from the Mediterranean, is also known as a
‘starflower’?
3.
20th-CENTURY HISTORY.
Click here to enter rubric.
a) To within one year, when was the Bay of Pigs incident?

THE STAGS
RAGE AGAINST THE MACHINE
BORAGE

1961

b) The Battle of Guadalajara took place during what conflict?

SPANISH CIVIL WAR

c) In the 60s, who was the senior judge who led the inquiry into the Profumo affair?

LORD DENNING

4.
CURRENT/MODERN TELEVISION.
Click here to enter rubric.
a) Excluding the optional gamble at the end, what is the maximum number of counters the
winning competitor can put into the machine in the final part of ‘Tipping Point’?
b) Solicitor Evan Howells disappears, and his wife, also a solicitor, discovers that he has got mixed
up with some ruthless people. Name the drama that starred Eve Myles.
c) Based on an 1848 classic novel, what seven-part drama series began on September 2nd, with
Michael Palin playing the part of the author?

EIGHTEEN
KEEPING FAITH
VANITY FAIR

Team Round 4 (Continued)
5.
INDOOR GAMES.
a) In card games, what is a ‘prial’?

Click here to enter rubric.

b) Introduced in 1959, a variant of what game introduced orange and purple balls worth 8 and 10
points, respectively?
c) How many pins are used in Devil Among the Tailors?

THREE CARDS OF THE SAME
DENOMINATION
SNOOKER
NINE

6.
GENIUS.
Click here to enter rubric.
a) Born in Atlanta in 1977, which singer, songwriter, and entrepreneur famously described himself KANYE WEST
as a genius in 2015?
b) Pablo Picasso: “Every positive value has its price in negative terms … the genius of Einstein leads HIROSHIMA
to …” … which city?
c) To whom did a scoutmaster address these words: “Could I come in for a minute, please. I have
PETER SELLERS
just seen Michael Bentine at Chiswick, and he said that I’m a genius”?
7.
TESTS.
Click here to enter rubric.
a) Forty miles in length, the river Test lies in which English county?
b) What was the nine-letter surname of Hermann, the Swiss psychologist who gave his name to a
famous inkblot test?
c) A test at university in which a student answers questions in speech rather than writing is known
as a what?
8.
POP MUSIC – LASTS.
Click here to enter rubric.
a) “Last time I saw Richard was Detroit in ’68 …” – who was the singer and songwriter?

HAMPSHIRE
RORSCHACH
VIVA VOCE

JONI MITCHELL

b) The first hit for the Monkees included the word ‘last’ in the title. What was it called?

LAST TRAIN TO CLARKSVILLE

c) What is the last track on the Queen LP/album ‘A Night at the Opera’?

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN

(Second Half) Individual Round 5

All answers are two words, one of which is, or contains, a living creature.

1.

Born in 1975, who is the US sportsman whose real first name is Eldrick?

TIGER WOODS

2.

Historically, receiving what from a monarch in south-east Asia was simultaneously a blessing
and a curse?

WHITE ELEPHANT

3.

A schizophrenic person who is in a stupor and doesn’t respond to stimulus is said to be in one
of these. (The second word may be either of two.)

CATATONIC TRANCE / STATE

4.

In July 2016, who was appointed the first Secretary of State for International Trade?

LIAM FOX

5.

Who was the R.B. who was runner-up to Michelle Dewberry in the second series of ‘The
Apprentice’?

RUTH BADGER

6.

What phrase describes someone who spends large amount of time in fitness centres to
improve their physique? (They are usually young and female.)

GYM BUNNY

7.

Who was the English literary figure, 1775-1834, who was best known for his ‘Essays of Elia’?

CHARLES LAMB

8.

A fairground attraction in which the players roll balls into holes of various values, in order to
move their selected animal along a short ‘track’, is known as what?

DONKEY DERBY

9.

Who wrote the words and music for the British musical ‘Oliver!’?

LIONEL BART

10.

Which David Bowie LP/album came between ‘Pin Ups’ and ‘Young Americans’? (It topped the
UK charts in 1974 – although the title track got only to no.21.)

DIAMOND DOGS

Team Round 6
1.
NOT THE CLASSICAL COMPOSERS SET.
Both names needed at (b) and (c).
a) As seen in ‘Under Milk Wood’, for example, a Welsh euphemism for an outside toilet is Ty
what?
b) Who became the manager/head coach at Huddersfield Town in November 2015?
c) What part did Wendy Richard play in ‘Are You Being Served’?
2.
THEIR NAMES SOUND LIKE PLACENAMES … but the spellings are different.
a) Who was the male star of the 1967 film, ‘To Sir, with Love’?
b) Who was tried and found guilty of tax fraud in 1987, spent 366 days in jail, and was stripped of
his OBE?
c) At 6’ 11”, which Irish player was the tallest in the 2018 Six Nations competition?
3.
CONFECTIONERY.
Click here to enter rubric.
a) Werther’s Original is named after a town in which European country?
b) Based in New Mills, and with a name that begins and ends in S, what company has been making
sweets such as Love Hearts, Parma Violets, and Drumsticks since 1928?
c) Originally, there were six different ones, and each had names – Bonny, Boofuls, Bumper,
Bubbles, Big Heart, and Brilliant. By what collective name are these sweets still known?
4.
SCIENCE MIX.
Click here to enter rubric.
a) Callisto is the second-largest moon of which planet in our solar system?

BACH
DAVID WAGNER
SHIRLEY BRAHMS

SIDNEY POITIER
LESTER PIGGOTT
DEVIN TONER

GERMANY
SWIZZLES
JELLY BABIES

JUPITER

b) Polydipsia is the medical term for excessive what?

THIRST

c) In the SI system, what is the derived unit of electrical conductance?

SIEMENS

Team Round 6 (Continued)
5.
MUSIC MIX (NON-POP).
Click here to enter rubric.
a) Gilbert and Sullivan wrote a comic opera about which princess?
b) Born in 1934, who was the folk singer who had hit LPs/albums called ‘Songs from a Room’ and
‘Songs of Love and Hate’?
c) Beethoven’s ‘Bagatelle No.25 in A Minor’ is commonly known by what two-word title?

IDA
LEONARD COHEN
FUR ELISE

6.
MEDICINE PLUS.
Questions in which medicine combines with other topics.
a) Literature. Named after the young lad Joe in the Dickens novel, how is the disorder ‘Pickwickian SLEEP APNEA/APNOEA
Syndrome’ more correctly known?
b) Spelling. What is the O.E.D.’s nine-letter spelling of diarrhoea?
DIARRHOEA
c) History. What physical, genetic illness is thought to have caused George III’s erratic behaviour?
7.
SPORTS MIX.
Click here to enter rubric.
a) In June 2018, England Boxing changed its rules, so that amateurs may now wear what?

PORPHYRIA

BEARDS

b) In netball, which is the only position to have a one-word title?

CENTRE

c) At the start of the 2017-18 rugby season, what law change was introduced with regard to the
penalty try?

NOW WORTH SEVEN POINTS / no
conversion necessary

8.
DOGS.
Click here to enter rubric.
a) In which half of what year did it become compulsory for dogs to be microchipped in the UK?

FIRST HALF of 2016 (April)

b) What was the real name of the first of several male dogs to play Lassie on film and TV?

PAL

c) What was the name of Bernie Winters’ St. Bernard?

SCHNORBITZ

Individual Round 7

Click here to enter text.

1.

What substance gives tonic water its characteristically bitter taste?

QUININE

2.

Frieda, a distant relation of ‘The Red Baron’, married which British literary figure in 1914?

D. H. LAWRENCE

3.

In 1865, the first man to climb the Matterhorn was Edward whom?

WHYMPER

4.

What 2010 film portrays the founding of the Facebook website?

THE SOCIAL NETWORK

5.

Name the politician who married Peter Murrell in July 2010.

NICOLA STURGEON

6.

Which Dickens novel was subtitled ‘The Parish Boy’s Progress’?

OLIVER TWIST

7.

What non-alcoholic drink is added to gin to make a gimlet cocktail?

LIME JUICE/CORDIAL

8.

A heraldic symbol in the form of a diagonal cross is known by what seven-letter term?

SALTIRE

9.

Known in its own language as the AfD, in what country does this far-right political party exist?

GERMANY

10.

Which US space programme came after Mercury and before Apollo?

GEMINI

Team Round 8
1.
VENTRILOQUISTS.
Click here to enter rubric.
a) Living from 1930 to 2010, who was the man behind Lord Charles, and also Tich and Quackers?
b) Arthur Worsley remained silent while his ‘friend’ did all the talking. (“Look at me, son, when I’m
talking to you!”) Name the dummy.
c) More famous for Orville the Duck, what was the name of Keith Harris’s monkey character?
2.
COLLECTIVE NOUNS.
Click here to enter rubric.
a) What collective noun can be used for kangaroos, emus, people, meerkats, and wallabies?

RAY ALAN
CHARLIE BROWN
CUDDLES

MOB

b) ‘Lamentation’, ‘bank’, and ‘bevy’ are some of the collective nouns for what bird?

SWANS

c) A group of what birds can be called a rookery, a colony, or a waddle, but only when they are on
land?

PENGUINS

3.
ONE IN FOUR IS MISSING.
Fill in the missing person or item from these mini-lists.
a) The Monkees: Micky Dolenz, Davy Jones, Michael Nesmith, …

PETER TORK

b) The four newest elements on the Periodic Table: nihonium, oganesson, moscovium, …

TENNESSINE

c) English cities beginning with P: Preston, Portsmouth, Plymouth, …

PETERBOROUGH

4.
INITIALS.
Click here to enter rubric.
a) In information technology, what sort of protocol is an ARP?
b) If you sent someone an internet link, and the reply was TLDR, for what would those letters
stand?
c) If someone had the letters FRCVS after his/her name, what would be their occupation?

ADDRESS RESOLUTION protocol
TOO LONG, DIDN’T READ
VETerinary surgeon

Team Round 8 (Continued)
5.
BILL AND BEN, BUT NO LITTLE WEED. All answers contain the letters b-i-l-l or b-e-n, in that order. All have eight letters.
a) What adjective means “impetuously or recklessly determined to do or achieve something”?
HELLBENT
b) Also known as mergansers, these large, crested fish-eating ducks are called what?

SAWBILLS

c) “The cold within him froze his old features, … made his eyes red, his thin lips blue …”. What is
the first name of this protagonist of an 1843 novella?

EBENEZER

6.
BRITISH HISTORY – SUCCESSION.
Who succeeded …
a) … William II as English monarch in 1100?

HENRY I

b) … the Marquess of Salisbury as Prime Minister in 1892?

WILLIAM Ewart GLADSTONE

c) … Kenneth Clarke as Chancellor of the Exchequer in 1997?

GORDON BROWN

7.
LITERARY DOUBLE TROUBLE.
Two-word answers, each starting with the same letter as its partner.
a) Who wrote the 1891 novel ‘New Grub Street’?
GEORGE GISSING
b) Gwendolen Harleth is the main female character in which of George Eliot’s novels, her seventh
and last?
c) Who is the professor of phonetics in Shaw’s play ‘Pygmalion’?
8.
GEOGRAPHY - AROUND THE UK.
Click here to enter rubric.
a) Although Morpeth is the location of the county council, what is the traditional county town of
Northumberland?
b) How many cities are there in Wales?
c) After the Tay, Spey, and Clyde, what is the next longest river in Scotland?

DANIEL DERONDA
HENRY HIGGINS

ALNWICK
SIX
TWEED

Beer Round
Tonight’s topics: add the missing vowels; famous people with monocles; Kim Wilde.
1.
SET ‘A’.
Click here to enter rubric.
a) BLMSRRLDLL. Add the vowels to make the names of three herbs and spices.
b) Which of the many actors to play The Doctor in TV’s ‘Dr. Who’ sometimes wore a monocle for
the part?
c) What is her real surname?
2.
SET ‘B’.
Click here to enter rubric.
a) CMNBSLANS. Add the vowels to make the names of three herbs and spices.

BALM, SORREL, DILL
WILLIAM HARTNELL
SMITH

CUMIN, BASIL, ANISE

b) What was the surname of Percy, often referred to as ‘The Monocled Mutineer’?

TOPLIS

c) In the first decade of this century, in which other field of human activity did she show skill (and
win awards)?

Landscape GARDENING

Spare Questions
1.

An alcoholic drink and an astronomical term provide the title to which Oasis song, which
reached no.1 on the US Modern Rock Tracks chart in 1996?

CHAMPAGNE SUPERNOVA

2.

C.P.U. In computing, what do these initials represent?

CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT

3.

Who directed the 1995 film ‘Braveheart’?

MEL GIBSON

